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About This Content

Upgrade Club Manager 2016 to Club Manager 2017!

 You are the manager : Whether it's tactics, contracts, sponsors or stadium upgrades — determine the future and the success of
your club, but don't neglect your private life!

 By fans, for fans : Club Manager is developed by fans with more than 20 years of experience and a passion for football.
 Editor on board : With the integrated editor, you can create your own teams or edit teams, players and club names that are

included with the game.

 Lead your team to victory with the right tactics:

 Getting started : Launch your career in the German league or one of four international leagues!
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 Strategy : Comprehensive contract, training and line-up systems for your players and team.

 Finances : Make decisions concerning player contracts, ticket sales, sponsors and merchandising.

 Development : Expand your domain from a simple Sunday league football ground to a fully equipped stadium,
including the relevant infrastructure.

 Excitement: Intervene directly in play and make tactical decisions in real time.

 Tactics : Whether it's parking the bus or throwing everything forward — you decide which strategy to play and for the
first time can create an individual training plan for each player.

 Transfer market : Buy and sell players under realistic conditions, with the new renegotiation option!

 Goals : As the manager, you will need to strive to meet the board's objectives for the season.

 Tournaments : Create your own tournaments or host friendlies.

 Statistics : Comprehensive statistics will help you climb to the top of the league.

 Budding new talent : Train and foster youth players for your future success.

 Back-room staff : Manage your entire team of training staff and delegate tasks.

Features

 Classic football manager with an eye for the essentials

 Club Manager has everything that a good football manager needs: whether it's tactics, statistics, a transfer market,
stadium upgrades, advertising, merchandising, developing the stadium periphery, fostering youth talent, training sessions
or training camps — for the first time now also in France and Italy!

 Comprehensive league system : The German league and four international leagues, including numerous
championships in almost 200 countries.

 Powerful editor: Comprehensive customisation options which also allow you to modify player and club names,
including kits.

 By fans, for fans: Club Manager is developed by fans with more than 20 years of experience and a passion for football.

 Merchandising : Purchases can now be made throughout the entire season.

 Kit Designer : There are now 20 designs available. The colour of each club's shorts and socks can now be selected
individually.
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Title: Club Manager 2016 - Upgrade to Club Manager 2017
Genre: Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
BigBlaze Games
Publisher:
2tainment GmbH
Release Date: 24 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: 1.0 GHz Intel Single-Core Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D-video card with 32 MB RAM,

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 2 MB available space

Additional Notes: Resolution: 1024*768

English,German
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this game is made to rage quit 10/10. Not a bad game, you get cards and achievements.
For 1$ definitivly worth to try out.. As in the description The Elite Units of the West DLC adds 14 new units to major eastern
factions. A greater variety of available units is always welcome. If you like one of these factions you'll love this add-on.. What
planet is this designed on. There is a definite lack of gravity. My REAL quads (Vortex 250, Emax Nighthawk pro, Tiny Whoop
etc, etc.) drop like a rock at zero throttle.
This is a game, not a simulator. Not even close to the real thing. Hopefully it will get better.. fun game but need to add more
wepone and character class and more soldiers. Well this was disappointing...

https:\/\/youtu.be\/efRrOso1tIE

Cargo Cult was supposed to be a loot based shooter like Void Rangers. At least that's what I thought. It presents itself as a loot
based game IMO but admittedly the Steam page does mention upgrades and unlocks. So part of the fault is mine for making
assumptions.

The good:

I liked the steampunk look. The minigun looked and felt great.

The music really fit the world. Very light and whimsical.

Butchering Donkey Kong and his family for their lunch money!

The not so good...

I don't really know what was missing, just that there was some sound cue that wasn't there. Probably enemy attacks and some
flight noises especially when enemies were off screen. It's very distracting to not have those sound cues that you would expect.

It could also have been that the BGM was so loud that it drowned those other sounds out. The desktop audio is - 15 db and I've
got a + 7 db gain on my mic audio and there are still times I'm getting drowned out.

The lack of challenge or depth. I did die once due to me not paying attention. Once I planted the shield in front of my chest, I
was unkillable. The gameplay just felt bland.

There are only 3 'levels' or 3 boss fights at the end of a series of waves. All of which are in the same level\/world where you
follow a linear path through floating rocks. All in all, without the death it lasts about 15 minutes or so.

In the end, Cargo Cult: Shoot & Loot is far from a $14.99 title and it feels like a bit of a cash grab to me. There have been
updates since launch but they appear to be very minor. Steam Trading cards and small tweaks. This may be something to pick up
on a sale but honestly there are much better titles out there for less.

I'm all for supporting devs and paying a fair price. The game should be worth it though. Cargo Cult: Shoot & Loot isn't one of
those games.
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Game feels like it wants to be stardew valley, but just doesn't have the legs to do that. Feels clunky, and I couldn't recommend it
in it's current state.. I wish it explained how to interact and the story was longer but i loved it regardless. Borders at the sides are
weird. Style is awesome! Different and interesting. Will be waiting for the 2nd chapter and hopefully longer one. 7/10. Great
game! Wish they would include blood on release!. The islands are nice, Sacrifial island especially, but some items are bugged.
Namely, i can see environment through joints of Drake outfit.. As a fan of the Karoshi series, I wanted to like Think To Die, but
this game is far more frustrating than what it tries to imitate. The biggest problem is that the game's physics aren't fun to deal
with. Moving and jumping don't feel good — it seemed as though half of the time I tried to jump a surmountable wall I'd get
stuck on its side somehow — and pushing objects is finicky and imprecise. Inexplicably, the death bits that explode out
whenever a character dies remain as tangible physics objects, which means that for levels where you have to kill one character
with a box and then push it elsewhere to kill another, you have to struggle really hard to push the box through said bits. It is
tedious and I have no idea why this had to be the case.

On top of that, the game is quite buggy. Sometimes the jump wouldn't work despite nothing visibly inhibiting it, and there was
even one level where my ability to move right stopped working repeatedly. When you minimize the game with the minimize
button the music stops as expected, but double-clicking the icon on the taskbar to minimize it makes a different song start
playing for some reason. I also once noticed one of my characters blast off into the sky unprompted before safely falling down
and landing as if nothing happened, which was kinda funny, but nonetheless telling about the level of polish that went into this
game.

Now, the Karoshi games were certainly not the most visually appealing ones, but they at least have an identifiable style and
characters compared to whatever is going on in Think To Die. Here, the characters are uninteresting polygons, the color
schemes aren't attractive, and everything just looks bad regardless of graphics settings. I don't see why this game had to be 3D
either — the slight camera tilt and the addition of pointless foreground objects is distracting.

Other things: The music is annoying, it sounds like stock music reminiscent of LittleBigPlanet but worse. There are graphics
options that can only be configured at startup for some reason. The interface is barely competent and the font choice does not
scale well.

Overall, there are far better free puzzle games you can spend your time on than Think To Die. I got in somewhere around 33
levels before giving up because of the frustrating physics.
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